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chocolate-colored in weathered exposures. The bentonitic shales inter
spersed through the formation are gray to light tan and are readily iden
tified in surface exposures by an intricate pattern of shrinkage cracks. 

The sandstone beds are rather thin and generally lack conspicuous 
outcrops. Beds are light-colored and are composed of fairly'well cemented 
quartz grains with a subordinate admixture of feldspar, mica, magnetite, 
clay, and trivial amounts of several other minerals. 

Thin impure beds of lignitio material are common in some exposures 
and some beds are thick enough and of sufficient purity that they have 
attracted attention as a source of coal, particularly in the river bluffs 
north of Baker. 

Several hundred feet of the Carmen beds are exposed in the quadrangle, 
but th~'total thickness may be several times that amount. Along the west 
boundary of the quadrangle the bods dip down the flank of the Salmon 
basin, but in the Lemhi Valley they dip down the river. There are in 
general marked angular unconformities separating the Carmen formation from 
the older formations. Fossils collected near Salmon indicate that the 
formation is of lower Miocene age (Anderson, 1956, pp. 30-31). 

Qsaternsry Deposits 

Quaternary deposits abound in the Baker quadrangle, especially in the 
Lemhi Valley, but only the more recent terrace and valley-floor deposits 
are shown on the geologic map (Pl. 1). In addition to these deposits 
there are old glacial tills, outwash fans, and old stream gravels which, 
capping the hills and ridges extending away from the Beaverhead and Lemhi 
Ranges, conceal much of the Tertiary formations; this makes study of the 
Tertiary rocks difficult. For convenience, these various Quaternary 'deposits 
are grouped as early Pleistocene deposits~ late Pleistocene deposits, and 
Recent deposits. 

Early Pleistocene deposits 

The early Pleistocene"deposits include glacial till, outwash, and 
high-level terrace gravels, all appearing as ridge caps, the glacial till 
and outwash near the base of the ranges, the high-level gravels near th? 
Lemhi Rivet.

Glacial deposits 

these early Pleistocene glacial deposits occur some distance below 
the levels reached by the later vusconsin glaciers and are found today on 
the tops of' the hills and ridges bordering the Beaverhead Range, in part 
more than 1,000 feet above the bottoms occupied by the younger glaciers 
and now by the present streams. The best exposur.es of these old deposi ts 
are on the high ridges of volcanic rock south of Kenney Creek, with small
er exposures, less well-displayed, on the high volcanic ridges between 
Konney and Sandy Creeks. 

South of Kenney Creek the morainal topography on the ridge top and 
slope is still fairly well preserved. The low hilly charaoter of the 
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